The appropriate use of prosecutorial power can positively impact the entire criminal justice system and the community, enhancing public safety and upholding the rights of the accused.

Executive Summary

Prosecutors hold tremendous power to fill and empty jail cells. As administrators of justice, they have a duty to use this power effectively to uphold justice for victims, the community and the accused. In other words, they must balance their commitment to support public safety with their duty to protect the rights of the accused. Importantly, research has shown that limiting individuals’ exposure to jail can improve public safety and effective alternatives to incarceration can ensure that those who have committed a crime are still held accountable. Thus, to strike a balance between upholding public safety and implementing effective alternatives that can reduce jail populations, prosecutorial power and discretion must be used strategically. To help prosecutors’ offices achieve this balance, we have created a SWOT analysis to explore the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats of taking action and leveraging prosecutorial power to safely lower jail populations.
Leveraging Prosecutorial Power to Safely Reduce Jail Populations: A SWOT Analysis

Introduction

Prosecutors are servants of the law, and the prosecution’s goal “is not that it shall win a case, but that justice shall be done ... that guilt shall not escape or innocence suffer.” They have often been called “administrators of justice.” In this vein, prosecutors are tasked with serving the public interest and increasing public safety by balancing the use and severity of criminal charges when appropriate with not pursuing criminal charges when they are not appropriate. While these duties may seem well defined, the elected district attorney is the one who interprets them, which can lead to a range of policy approaches from “tough-on-crime” to “liberal reforms.” Consequently, particularly in areas where “tough-on-crime” rhetoric dominates, the charges many prosecutors’ offices have been pursuing are contributing to growing jail populations that include individuals awaiting trial in addition to those who have been convicted.

The United States incarcerates more individuals than any other country in the world, spending approximately $80.7 billion on public prisons and jails annually and an additional $3.9 billion on private prisons. Of the almost 2 million individuals behind bars, 445,000 are awaiting trial, 103,000 are in jail post-conviction, 1,042,000 are in state prison post-conviction and the remainder are in federal prison, territorial prison, immigration detention or juvenile detention—or being held on involuntary commitment. Prosecutors’ offices have the power to lower jail populations while upholding public safety and improving fiscal responsibility. Prosecutors decide whether a case is charged, whether an individual remains incarcerated pending trial, what plea deal to offer, what recommendations to make at a sentencing hearing post-trial and what action to take on probation violations. All of these prosecutorial actions can be direct factors in either increasing or decreasing jail populations.

In this paper, we use a SWOT analysis model to explore the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats of leveraging prosecutorial power to safely reduce jail populations. As an associate justice of the U.S. Supreme Court once said, “the prosecutor has more control over life, liberty and reputation than any other person in America.” It is time for prosecutors to use that power to uphold their duties of justice; this analysis aims to identify how that can be done safely and in the best interests of our communities.

SWOT Analysis

SWOT analyses are frequently used in the corporate setting. This type of tool helps with strategic planning by identifying an organization’s strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats. At an institutional level, these elements can be defined as illustrated in the image below:
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This paper will apply this SWOT framework—which offers significant value as an effective and efficient planning strategy—to analyze the strengths and weaknesses of the prosecution’s role in safely reducing jail populations and to identify opportunities and threats that may impact the effective application of prosecutorial power.  

**Strengths**

Prosecutors are the gatekeepers of the criminal justice system. They decide whether to approve a case for prosecution, offer a plea deal or take a case to trial, as well as what sentence to recommend post-conviction. Here, we discuss three key prosecutorial authorities that, when used effectively, serve as strengths in safely reducing jail populations: declination of charges, pretrial release and plea bargaining.

- **Declination of Charges**

One of the most important aspects of the prosecutorial function is the prosecutor’s discretion not to pursue criminal charges, referred to as a “declination of charges.”

This is truly a discretionary decision, as there are no clear ground rules set by law, policies or professional standards for a prosecutor to refer to in determining whether a case should be declined. This expansive discretion in deciding what cases to prosecute can be a valuable tool to reduce jail populations.

A prosecutor may decline to pursue criminal charges for several reasons. Considerations include a lack of evidence that a crime was committed or that a particular person committed a crime, violations of a defendant’s constitutional rights or the desire to signal to other government officials the prosecutor’s belief that more widespread criminal justice reforms would enhance public safety. The typical number of cases declined varies from jurisdiction to jurisdiction as a result of these considerations. In places like San Francisco County and Milwaukee County, declination rates are as high as 60 percent, whereas in other locations, such as Philadelphia County and the 1st Judicial District in Colorado, declination rates are less than 10 percent.
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As administrators of justice, prosecutors’ ability to decline cases for prosecution is essential. Prosecutors are in the best position to ensure that innocent individuals are not wrongfully convicted, as they can immediately decline a case if law enforcement fails to present evidence beyond a reasonable doubt that the crime was committed or that the suspect committed the crime.\textsuperscript{16} The prosecution can also serve as a check and balance to ensure that an individual’s constitutional rights were not infringed upon. That is, if the police violated a defendant’s constitutional rights with an unreasonable search or seizure, prosecutors can decline the case.\textsuperscript{17}

However, prosecutors can decline charges even when there are no evidentiary or constitutional flaws in the case.\textsuperscript{18} This use of a declination of charges has become a prominent tool for prosecutors to prioritize cases and reduce the number of individuals exposed to jail and the criminal justice system. Examples of using a declination of charges in this manner can be seen in New York City, where the district attorney declared that the office will not prosecute most petty offenses; in Boston, where the district attorney decided to not prosecute low-level cases like disorderly conduct and shoplifting; and in Los Angeles, where the district attorney instructed the office to decline cases such as trespass and low-level drug charges.\textsuperscript{19}

Prosecutors may also decline cases if they believe the criminality is due to poverty or behavioral health issues and want to avoid exacerbating those issues.\textsuperscript{20} A declination of charges can be helpful in such cases, as it reduces an individual’s exposure to pretrial detention, thereby mitigating the negative impacts to the accused, such as loss of employment or housing.\textsuperscript{21} Promising research also shows that declining low-level offenses can reduce recidivism, thereby increasing public safety.\textsuperscript{22} Furthermore, by declining these cases, prosecutors, public defenders and courts can save valuable time and resources for more serious cases.\textsuperscript{23}

**Pretrial Release**

Bail is the amount of money defendants must post to be released from custody until their trial.\textsuperscript{24} Generally, bail exists for two reasons: supporting public safety and ensuring that the accused returns to court for criminal proceedings.\textsuperscript{25} The court—
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Prosecutors should be encouraged and empowered to use their discretion strategically to decline cases of the innocent, the constitutionally violated and the low-level offender, as doing so is a strength of leveraging their power to safely lower jail populations.
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Prosecutorial power should be used to make policy decisions that encourage alternatives to incarceration and reduce the use of cash bail, as the effective use of this power is a strength of the prosecution’s role in safely reducing jail populations.

**Plea Bargaining**

Plea bargaining is an important function of the criminal justice system. A plea deal allows accused individuals to take accountability immediately—often pleading guilty to lesser charges—and helps lessen or alleviate the clogging of courts and jails. More than 90 percent of criminal cases result in a plea deal rather than a trial, and this approach can save money for both accused individuals and taxpayers.

Often, when a defendant takes a plea, they are agreeing to a specific amount of time or a range of sentencing. The defendant’s attorney and the prosecution negotiate this sentencing recommendation. Factors used to determine a plea agreement are the defendant’s criminal history, the severity of the offense and—potentially—the circumstances surrounding the offense. The strength of the case, the court trial calendars and the availability of prosecutorial resources also are considered.

Many plea deals result in a probationary sentence. Prosecutors can couple a probationary sentence with a reduction in charges or agree to dismiss charges entirely if the defendant completes probation successfully—often called a deferred sentence. Prosecutors can also offer diversion—a probation-like program in which charges are dismissed upfront but can be refiled if the participant does not successfully complete the program.

Probation and diversion are often coupled with supervision, community service, substance abuse or mental health treatment, and the requirement to pay any necessary restitution. This approach can help reduce the probability of future arrests while still holding the accused accountable for their actions.

A growing body of evidence shows that these alternatives to incarceration, if used correctly, can reduce recidivism and alleviate the pressure on resource-strapped courts, jails and prosecutor’s offices. Yet, although prosecutors already often use probation as a tool in plea bargaining—some 3 million individuals are on probation at any point in time—prosecutorial diversion is not used as often. In one study from 2019, only 55
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percent of 220 prosecutor offices surveyed offered diversion. Therefore, this opportunity is ripe for prosecutors to use in addition to, or in replace of, traditional probation.

When appropriate, prosecutors should offer alternatives to incarceration during plea bargaining, such as probation, diversion and treatment programs, as the prudent use of this power is a strength of the role they serve in safely reducing jail populations.

Weaknesses

Although prosecutors’ offices are well positioned to help reduce jail populations, there are potential weaknesses and drawbacks in using prosecutorial power and discretion to do so—namely the risk that prosecutors’ choices could compromise public safety or the rights of the accused. That is, the very abilities identified as strengths when used properly can also be weaknesses when used improperly. In this section, we look at how declination of charges, pretrial detention and plea bargaining—the same factors identified as strengths in this SWOT analysis—must also be acknowledged as potential weaknesses when applied improperly to reduce jail populations. It is critical that prosecutors be cognizant of these potential issues to ensure that they optimally apply their power and discretion.

- Declination of Charges

High declination rates can assist in lowering jail populations, but they can also cause unintended consequences. As noted previously, prosecutor-office declination rates can be over 50 percent, meaning that more than 50 percent of the cases law enforcement present to the prosecution are declined, with the individual receiving no further court intervention or referrals for resources or support.

High rates of declined charges could indicate a variety of issues, such as misalignment between police and prosecutors’ offices regarding what crimes should be prosecuted, poor training within the local law enforcement agency that results in continual constitutional violations or a lack of resources to prosecute the number of crimes committed within the community. Regardless of the reason, high rates of declined charges can have negative consequences.

For example, law enforcement may be arresting individuals for crimes that the prosecutor’s office has declared they will decline. When this happens, the arrested individual may experience negative repercussions from the arrest and detention, even with just one night spent in jail. Individuals can lose employment, housing or even custody of children due to pretrial detention. While a prosecutor may ultimately decline a charge, the damage from the arrest may have already been done. In fact, some studies have shown that pretrial detention can increase the likelihood of future arrest, meaning that the arrest without prosecution has, in and of itself, compromised public safety.

To avoid these issues, prosecutors’ offices should work with local law enforcement agencies. Law enforcement should know and understand the prosecution’s policies regarding declinations and be able to voice any concerns. If prosecutors’ offices and police work together as partners, any misalignment of what cases are appropriate for prosecution can be mitigated or even avoided.

Another negative consequence of a declination of charges is the lack of support and resources offered to the accused. Prosecutors may decline cases because of staff shortages and overwhelmed dockets rather than a concern of innocence or evidentiary challenges.51 In such situations, no one is held accountable for the crime, and the accused does not receive support or referrals to help reduce the chance of recidivism.

Certainly, prosecutors’ offices should prioritize serious offenses and violent offenders. However, diversion programs—rather than declinations—can be much more effective in ensuring that an individual has some accountability for their crime and receives the support and resources necessary to avoid reoffending. Likewise, police can offer law-enforcement-led diversion that could help alleviate docket and staffing restraints while still upholding public safety.52

### SWOT conclusion

#### Declination of Charges

The power to decline charges can be a weakness of the prosecution’s role in reducing jail populations when it is overused, as it can strain prosecutor-police relationships and result in missed opportunities to reduce recidivism and provide resources to accused individuals.

- **Pretrial Detention**

Experts have repeatedly identified flaws in the current cash bail system, which often results in the pretrial detention of individuals based on their ability to pay rather than their risk to the community or their potential to fail to show up for court.53 As noted previously, prosecutors play a significant role in this system, as they help determine whether to recommend monetary or nonmonetary conditions for an accused’s release on bail.54 However, this power to recommend cash bail can be a weakness in the prosecution’s role in safely reducing jail populations, particularly when there is a lack of adequate time to prepare for bail hearings or a lack of tools to effectively assess an individual’s flight and safety risk.55

Many jurisdictions are turning to pretrial risk assessments to more effectively and fairly help determine who should be subject to pretrial detention.56 But some prosecutor offices may not have access to these research-based tools that help determine risk.57 Instead, prosecutors may have only a police report and criminal history to review—often obtained mere minutes before a bail hearing—before making a recommendation to the court on an accused’s bail conditions. With limited
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time and tools to determine risk, it is not surprising that prosecutors may err on the side of caution by asking for high cash bail when making recommendations, especially given that the consequences of not asking for a high bail for a potentially high-risk individual may include that individual committing a violent offense.\(^{58}\)

Unfortunately, when high cash bail is set for those who cannot afford to pay it, it can result in prolonged detention, even in cases in which public safety and flight risk are low. This is a critical issue, as research has shown that pretrial detention increases rates of recidivism upon release, regardless of guilt or innocence.\(^{59}\)

Therefore, prosecutors should look to limit an accused’s freedom only when it is necessary to maintain community safety or guarantee an individual’s presence in court. Prosecutors have the unique opportunity to ensure that people do not remain in jail for no reason other than their inability to pay for their release pending trial and instead align the system with “dangerousness” and flight risk, as intended. Further, prosecutors should continue to keep in mind the accused’s presumption of innocence—especially considering that research shows that nearly one-third of felony cases are dismissed or result in acquittal.

One effective working model of bail reform can be seen in New Jersey.\(^{60}\) The state established a risk-based—rather than cash-based—system that uses pretrial risk assessments to help determine bail conditions. This has resulted in most defendants being released on nonmonetary bail; only those who are deemed a serious risk to public safety remain detained.\(^{61}\) Since the implementation of this bail reform, the jail population held on less than $2,500 bail fell from 1,547 individuals in 2012 to 14 in 2020.\(^{62}\) Of those who were released, rates of committing a crime while on release dropped from 24.2 percent in 2014 to 13.8 percent in 2020.\(^{63}\) Court appearance rates also remained fairly steady, at 92.7 percent in 2014 and 90.0 percent in 2020.\(^{64}\)

In 2019, a report revealed that an estimated 500,000 individuals are detained in jail across the country—mostly for low-level offenses—because of their inability to pay bail.\(^{65}\) Seventy-five percent are being detained before trial for nonviolent offenses.\(^{66}\) Thus, the use of pretrial detention and bail is ripe for prosecutorial intervention.

When prosecutors’ offices lack the resources or programs to optimally support decision-making in recommending bail conditions, the power to make such recommendations can be a weakness of the role they serve in reducing jail populations, as prosecutors may default to requesting a high bail, which could infringe on an accused’s presumption of innocence and increase jail populations.
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• Plea Bargaining and Probation

Although prosecutors’ use of probation instead of incarceration has the potential to drastically reduce jail populations, this alternative to incarceration is also one of the most significant drivers of higher jail populations. In particular, technical violations—rather than new criminal offenses—often result in the revocation of a probationary sentence, which can result in jail or prison.

Approximately 3.6 million individuals are on probation. Research shows that community supervision and treatment conditions can be effective, but if the system is too overwhelmed to adequately provide these conditions, it can result in unsuccessful probation terms and the potential for subsequent incarcerations.

One study found that approximately 29 percent of nearly 2 million probation completions were unsuccessful. Furthermore, 12 percent (nearly 250,000 people) resulted in incarceration, often for technical violations rather than new crimes.

The length and conditions of probation have grown over the years. Probation was originally created as an alternative to incarceration, promoting rehabilitation and sparing promising individuals from the negative impacts of jail or prison. Now, some experts have found that probation has “widened the criminal justice net,” expanding community supervision to low-level cases that may not have previously been considered for jail time. Probation often includes conditions of fines and fees, frequent reporting to a probation officer, drug testing and other onerous rules that are not typically individualized in ways that make sense for the probationer. These challenging, overly generalized conditions are often combined with a lack of adequate supervision—caused by overloaded probation officers—and frequently result in probationers failing to successfully adhere to their conditions and being resentenced to jail or prison.

In fact, some experts have asserted that probation is a “delayed path” to incarceration, rather than an alternative thereto.

Research shows that lengthy probation sentences are ineffective and rarely help reduce recidivism. That is, prosecutors should not use extended periods of probation as a means of deterring criminality, as probation rarely does so. Rather, the length of probation should be only as long as needed for the individual to be connected to and complete treatment, therapy and programs that research shows reduces recidivism. Prosecutors should understand that exposing individuals to lengthy probation sentences or onerous, generalized conditions (such as no drinking
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alcohol when alcohol was not a part of the offense) merely leads to higher jail populations, not a safer community. Ultimately, keeping people on probation longer than necessary results in a waste of taxpayer dollars and resources.  

Prosecutors’ use of probation can be a weakness of the role they serve in reducing jail populations if it is offered unnecessarily, is lengthy or imposes unwarranted conditions that are difficult to adhere to; the suboptimal use of this approach can result in delayed incarceration, rather than deflection, which only serves to increase jail populations.

**Opportunities**

Prosecutors’ offices are ripe for innovative thinking and research-based solutions to better support justice and public safety in their communities. In fact, some offices have implemented innovative approaches to safely lower jail populations that other offices could look to adopt. In this section of the SWOT analysis, we explore three of these unique opportunities: prosecutor-initiated resentencing, victim-offender mediation and specialized training.

- **Prosecutor-Initiated Resentencing**

Second-look laws have been growing in popularity, allowing more individuals to have an opportunity for a “second-look” at their case for a potentially reduced sentence.  

This helps curb long-term prison sentences, which a growing body of research has found to be ineffective. Generally, second-look laws have only allowed the court—not the prosecution—to look at reduced sentencing.Prosecutors, however, are in the best position to evaluate such situations.

A “second-look” may be warranted if new or additional information in a case becomes available that would support a more lenient sentence than what the court ordered upon conviction. In other cases, a “second look” may be appropriate after evaluating a convicted individual’s personal circumstances—such as their age, length of time served and character improvement—to determine whether the remainder of the sentence is still within the interests of justice.

In California, 2018 legislation coupled with more recent state funding has given nine counties the resources to pilot a prosecutor-initiated resentencing initiative. This law empowers prosecutors to ask the court to reopen a case for resentencing when the interests of justice are no longer being served. From September to November 2021, prosecutors released more than 100 individuals through this initiative and were reviewing hundreds of additional cases. Since the implementation of this prosecutor-
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initiated resentencing pilot program in California, Washington, Oregon and Illinois have also passed similar legislation.\(^9^9\)

These types of programs are huge opportunities, as research has shown that long sentences can be ineffective and costly.\(^9^0\) In fact, some studies report that long sentences can be counterproductive to public safety.\(^9^1\) Second-look laws can help safely reduce jail populations and redirect cost savings to enhance public safety.\(^9^2\) Prosecutors are in an ideal position to evaluate cases and individuals to see whether justice is still being served by their incarceration.

Prosecutor-initiated resentencing offers an opportunity for prosecutors’ offices to safely reduce unjust or ineffective long-term jail sentences, as this tool can allow new information to be considered in convicted individuals’ unique situations to ensure that existing sentences remain in the interests of justice and public safety.

• Victim-Offender Mediation

At times, options outside of the criminal justice system seem to better uphold justice for both the victim and the accused. One such opportunity is victim-offender mediation (also referred to as restorative justice). Victim-offender mediation is not a new practice, but widespread use has not yet caught on and is therefore an area of opportunity for many prosecution agencies.

Victim-offender mediation moves away from an offender-centered system to a victim-driven approach.\(^9^3\) It provides victims—generally of property crimes or minor assaults—the opportunity to address the offender directly in a safe setting, asking them questions, describing how they were negatively impacted and explaining how the offender could repair any harm done. Victims are also provided support and resources for further assistance with their healing or monetary damages. With this model, offenders are held accountable and directly responsible for their crime by learning the full impact of their actions on the victim and helping to develop a plan to make amends. If an offender fails to successfully complete the plan, they can be subjected to criminal proceedings.\(^9^4\)

The prosecutor’s office in Polk County, Iowa, has been running a victim-offender mediation program since 1984 with great success.\(^9^5\) The county’s model uses face-to-face mediation with a trained volunteer mediator to help offenders understand the impact of their actions and to address the harm a victim endured. The result of this meeting is a “contract of restitution.” The county reports that 94 percent of these contracts are successfully completed.\(^9^6\)
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This approach not only elevates a victim’s voice and better supports their healing process, but also—according to promising evidence—reduces recidivism.\(^97\) Furthermore, victims and offenders who have participated in this type of mediation have reported the process to be more just.\(^98\) One study also found that offenders who participate in victim-offender mediation may take more responsibility and feel more guilt and shame about their actions.\(^99\) Ultimately, victim-offender mediation can reduce the potential for reoffending.\(^100\)

Additionally, by addressing the crime outside of the criminal justice system, prosecutorial time, court time and resources can be saved. This allows prosecutors to spend additional resources on more complex cases.

### Victim-Offender Mediation

The wider application of victim-offender mediation serves as an opportunity for prosecutors’ offices to safely reduce jail populations, as it can benefit victims, generate a greater sense of culpability in offenders and save criminal justice resources.

- **Training**

  Unfortunately, many prosecutors’ offices have equated high bonds, high rates of convictions and lengthy sentences with success.\(^101\) While most offices are well intentioned and doing what they think is necessary to protect public safety, the “tough-on-crime” strategies that many prosecutors’ offices adopt are counterproductive.

  Prosecutors receive ample training on how to successfully prosecute a case, but they are rarely trained on the research related to the effectiveness and consequential impacts of various types and lengths of sentencing and incarceration. Without this specialized training, prosecutors’ offices may default to “tough-on-crime” policies with longer and harsher sentences, believing them to be more effective, even though research suggests otherwise.\(^102\)

  In reality, research shows that policies that are more proactive and community focused are more effective in reducing recidivism and improving public safety. Prosecutors’ offices should offer additional education on the negative impacts of arrests and detention, effective rehabilitative options outside normal prosecution and the ineffectiveness of lengthy jail and probation sentences. Unfortunately, this information is rarely provided to frontline prosecutors who are handling cases every day. In addition, a lack of full agency understanding and buy-in regarding these smart reforms threatens the changes that could create safer and fairer outcomes within the criminal justice system.
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**Training**

Prosecutors' offices have the opportunity to offer specialized training to prosecutors on the impacts that various prosecutorial tools have on recidivism and public safety; such training could result in the adoption of more strategic approaches to sentencing and incarceration that can help safely lower jail populations.

**Threats**

Prosecutors' offices may want to implement innovative policies or use prosecutorial discretion to safely and fairly reduce jail populations, but external factors may impede their ability to do so. These external factors threaten prosecutors' ability to help curb mass incarceration and to fulfill their duties as administrators of justice. Key threats, which include a scarcity of local resources, state laws that limit prosecutorial discretion and the public’s response to rising crime rates, are discussed below.

- **Lack of Resources**

Many alternatives that prosecutors rely on to divert offenders away from jail, such as mental health services, pretrial detention alternatives and electronic monitoring, are resource-heavy options. Thus, staffing shortages, lack of funding and limited capacity are all threats that limit the availability of these options for prosecutors who wish to use them to safely reduce jail populations. When these resources are scarce, it weakens prosecutors’ ability to address the root causes of crime and effectively balance fairness for defendants with community safety.

Prosecutors’ access to behavioral health treatment for defendants is a critical resource to support safe pretrial release of an accused as well as provide rehabilitation through sentencing. Approximately 44 percent of incarcerated individuals suffer from a mental illness, and 63 percent have a substance use disorder. Rates of substance use among those on community supervision—such as probation or parole—are estimated to be two to three times higher than rates seen the general population. Furthermore, studies show that individuals with behavioral health issues who are in the criminal justice system experience more days in jail and often receive more punitive sanctions for infractions than those without behavioral health issues.

Although research shows that access to behavioral health treatment can reduce crime, substance abuse and mental health treatment can be difficult to access in many communities because of staffing and funding limitations. In fact, many probationers and parolees do not have any access to this kind of treatment. When prosecutors know that these types of treatments and services are inaccessible, they may be hesitant to support probation or diversion sentences, especially for defendants whose behavioral health issues contributed their criminal activity.
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However, incarceration may provide a worse outcome, as many individuals also do not get treatment while incarcerated and instead experience a worsening of their conditions.\(^\text{109}\)

To help fill this gap, some communities have turned to initiatives such as law-enforcement-assisted diversion, co-responder programs and community-responder programs.\(^\text{110}\) These types of programs work alongside or in partnership with law enforcement and offer resources and support—in lieu of arrest and outside of the criminal justice system—to individuals suffering from behavioral health issues. Although staffing and funding issues can also threaten these types of efforts, the use of immediate response and ongoing case management associated with these programs has had great success in many jurisdictions. By providing this immediate support to individuals struggling with mental health illness or substance abuse, many jurisdictions have seen a reduction in calls for service, freeing up law enforcement’s valuable time and resources.\(^\text{111}\)

Alternatives to pretrial detention can also be scarce in some areas, which threatens prosecutors’ ability to recommend other possible approaches while maintaining public safety. For example, statewide pretrial service programs are rare, which means that many jurisdictions—usually smaller or more rural ones—are left without any supervision options if an accused individual is released on bail.\(^\text{112}\) And without pretrial services, these communities lack access to the pretrial risk assessments that such services often provide.\(^\text{113}\) These assessments help prosecutors identify the accused individuals who are most at risk of reoffending and who require preventive detention to ensure community safety.\(^\text{114}\)

Similarly, jurisdictions may not have access to electronic monitoring, which is a pretrial option that can be used between incarceration and unmonitored release.\(^\text{115}\) This option is more cost-effective than jail and has been shown to be successful in deterring future arrests.\(^\text{116}\) If these options do not exist in a community, prosecutors are left with limited alternatives when addressing pretrial detention or release. It is therefore not surprising that, when public safety is at risk, prosecutors may err on the side of caution and request high bonds and continued detention at the expense of an individual’s presumption of innocence.

A lack of resources is a threat to prosecutors’ ability to safely reduce jail populations through effective alternative options such as mental health services, pretrial detention alternatives and electronic monitoring.

---
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State Laws Limiting Prosecutorial Discretion

Prosecutors generally do not have to fight for the freedom of the innocent or those whose constitutional rights have been violated. They can merely dismiss a case to right such wrongs. In fact, a prosecutor not only has the ability to dismiss such cases—they have a duty to do so. After conviction, however, prosecutors may face challenges in upholding this duty. For example, in Florida, state law provides no avenue for prosecutors to vacate wrongful convictions.

Since 1989, over 3,000 individuals have been exonerated in the United States. The Innocence Project reports that 353 of those individuals were exonerated by DNA evidence, and, of those, 152 actual perpetrators were later identified and found to have committed 150 additional violent crimes, including rape and murder, while the innocent individual languished in jail.

Clearing wrongful convictions is not only important for the wrongfully accused, but also for society as a whole. As a Founding Father once said:

It is more important that innocence be protected than it is that guilt be punished, for guilt and crimes are so frequent in this world that they cannot all be punished. But if innocence itself is brought to the bar and condemned, perhaps to die, then the citizen will say, ‘whether I do good or whether I do evil is immaterial, for innocence itself is no protection,’ and if such an idea as that were to take hold in the mind of the citizen that would be the end of security whatsoever.

Wrongful convictions can also cost taxpayers millions of dollars while the real offender continues to be free with the ability to reoffend.

As with resentencing, prosecutors are generally in the best position to evaluate whether someone has been wrongfully convicted. They have direct access to all the evidence in the case and can best determine whether that evidence—and any new evidence—still warrants a conviction. But, in the state of Florida, for example, prosecutors cannot file a motion of wrongful conviction with the court. Instead, the prosecution would have to find a defense attorney willing to take the case and file the motion. This is an unnecessary and cumbersome step that impedes justice and delays the correction of wrongful convictions.

Recently, Missouri enacted new legislation to remove such an impediment and provide a new avenue for prosecutors to release innocent individuals. Like Florida, Missouri did not previously have a legal mechanism for prosecutors to right wrongful convictions. But now, if the prosecution believes that an individual was erroneously
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convicted, they can file a motion at any time, and the court must grant the motion if the prosecution shows clear and convincing evidence of actual innocence or a constitutional error.\footnote{Ibid.}

Other state statutes—such as mandatory minimum sentences or required, nonindividualized probation conditions—can also impede the prosecution’s ability to appropriately address cases and safely reduce jail populations. But for the prosecution to most effectively uphold their duty of justice, they must have the ability to properly evaluate and dispose of cases based on the appropriate circumstances. State laws should not unnecessarily limit the prosecution’s discretion and ability to fulfill this duty. Prosecutors’ offices should identify these state-level threats and work with elected officials to ensure that they are remedied so justice can be applied to every case.

State Laws Limiting Prosecutorial Discretion

Current laws may be a threat to prosecutors’ ability to uphold justice and use their prosecutorial discretion to safely reduce jail populations; prosecutors’ offices should evaluate whether such laws exist in their jurisdictions and work with elected officials to remedy identified issues.

• Public Response to the Rise in Crime


Regardless, “liberal reforms” that generally limit the use of pre- and post-trial incarceration have been frequently blamed for the rise in violent crime.\footnote{Grawert and Kim. \url{https://www.brennancenter.org/our-work/research-reports/myths-and-realities-understanding-recent-trends-violent-crime}.} Yet one study found that murder rates have been rising consistently among cities regardless of whether the city is run by Republicans or Democrats.\footnote{Post Editorial Board, “Progressive policy experiments hurt the people they claim to help,” \textit{New York Post}, May 28, 2022. \url{https://nypost.com/2022/05/28/progressive-policy-experiments-hurt-the-people-they-claim-to-help}.} But, as the saying goes, “perception is reality,” and prosecutors continue to be called on to reduce crime by ineffective, stricter and harsher criminal justice policies.

\textbf{Tough-on-Crime Policies Not a Deterrent for Violent Crimes}

\textit{The United States has seen a 500\% increase in incarceration over the last four decades.}
Prosecutors’ offices have a key role to play in sharing information about research-backed reform efforts to lower jail populations in their communities. They should be transparent with their data (both pre- and post-implementation of a reform initiative) and proactive in communicating this data and their efforts to key stakeholders and the community at large. They must also be willing to continually evaluate reforms to make sure they are not negatively impacting public safety or having other unintended consequences.

The idea that reforms used to reduce jail populations are causing the rise in violent crime is a threat to prosecutors’ ability to safely lower jail populations; prosecutors’ offices can counteract this threat by transparently sharing data and continuing to communicate the value of reforms and alternative efforts.

**Conclusion**

Prosecutors—by nature of their position as gatekeepers of the criminal justice system and their defined duties to uphold justice and support public safety—are best positioned to take action against mass incarceration.

There are many strengths of using prosecutorial power to help safely reduce jail populations. Prosecutors’ offices can offer alternatives to incarceration at almost every step in the process of a criminal case. These research-backed alternatives are fiscally responsible, increase public safety and ensure fairness and justice. For these reasons, these options should become common practice in prosecutors’ offices across the country.

Prosecutors’ offices also need to be aware of the weaknesses inherent in using prosecutorial power and discretion for reform. Although the power prosecutors wield at each stage of the criminal justice process positions them perfectly to implement reform, inappropriate use of this power can negatively impact the entire criminal justice system and the community, compromising public safety or the rights of the accused.

Additionally, prosecutors’ offices can take advantage of innovative opportunities to safely reduce jail populations. Prosecutor-initiated resentencing and victim-offender mediation are some of the already-modeled opportunities that offices could adopt. Prosecutors’ offices should also broaden the scope of training for frontline prosecutors to incorporate the impacts of prosecution and explain why alternatives to incarceration are a better option.

Finally, when threats to prosecutorial power are not addressed, the power that prosecutors’ offices hold becomes less effective. Challenges such as scarce social resources, overreaching government regulations and fear-based rhetoric can threaten offices’ role in curbing mass incarceration.

In summary, prosecutors have a responsibility to use their power to uphold justice and increase public safety. As this SWOT analysis has shown, this can best be accomplished when prosecutors’ offices prioritize alternatives that move away from mass incarceration.
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